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STYLE VARIATIONS

The Head
How do you want your center stone to be set?

Four-prong

V-prong/chevron

Six-prong Double prong

Bezel set

Diamond tipped

Half-bezelBar set

Halo
Double Halo
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STYLE VARIATIONS

The Shank
How do you want the band around your finger to look?

Traditional

Straight

Split

Euro-style

Tapered

Bypass

Cathedral

Reverse tapered

Criss-cross
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The Accent Stones
If you want accent stones, how do you want them set?

Channel Bead & bright-cut/ pinpoint

Surface prong Shared prong

Bar Gypsy/flush

Pavé Bezel

STYLE VARIATIONS
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Embellishments
What other design features do you want included?

Milgrain Engraving Filigree

Pierced / Openwork Rope Surprise Diamond

STYLE VARIATIONS
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Guide To Diamonds
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GUIDE TO DIAMONDS

Shape
What shape do you want your center stone to be?

Princess and cushion 
cut diamonds are 
typically square in 
shape, but both can 
also come in elongated 
rectangle shape. And 
radiants can be square.

Pear

OvalRound

Emerald

Heart Asscher

Cushion

Radient

Princess

Marquise

Trillion
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GUIDE TO DIAMONDS

Colour
Does it have to be clear as ice or is a little bit of color okay?

D    E    F

N    O    P    Q    r S    T    U    V    W    X    Y

K    L    M

Z+

G    H    I    J
colourless

very light yellow

faint colour

fancy yellow

nearly colorless

light yellow

ideal for engagement rings
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GUIDE TO DIAMONDS

Clarity
Will a few visible specks in your diamond bother you?

Inclusion /in-KLOO-zhuhn/ N. the small imperfections inside natural 
diamponds. There are many types, including dark carbons and lighter 

feathers and bubbles.

FL

SI1 SI2 VS1 VS2 

VVS1 VVS2 

I1 I2 I3

flawless

slightly includedvery slightly included

very vert slightly included

imperffect, eye visable
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GUIDE TO DIAMONDS

Carat
How big do you want your center stone to be?

While carat is often used to refer to a diamond’s size, it actually 
refers to the gem’s weight. Two diamonds can weigh the same, but 

look like different sizes, depending on how they are cut. 

1.00 ct

1.00 ct

.75 ct

.75 ct

.50 ct

.50 ct
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Never love
anybody who

treats you 
like you’re 
ordinary.

“

“
-Oscar Wilde


